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FILM SYNOPSIS

Half of all marine life has been lost in the last 40 years.

By 2050 there will be more plastic in the sea than fish.

The way the ocean operates is different to how we thought of it 100 years ago. We can no longer think of it as a place of limitless resources, a dumping ground, immune to change or decline.

BLUE takes us on a provocative journey into the ocean realm, witnessing a critical moment in time when the marine world is on a precipice. Featuring passionate advocates for ocean preservation, BLUE takes us into their world where the story of our changing ocean is unfolding. We meet those who are defending habitats, campaigning for smarter fishing, combating marine pollution and fighting for the protection of keystone species.

This feature documentary comes at a time when we are making critical decisions that will decide the legacy we leave for generations to come.

BLUE shows us there is a way forward and the time to act is now.
The ocean has always seemed a place of limitless supply, infinitely bountiful. No one ever imagined that we could do anything to harm the ocean: by what we put into it... or by what we took out of it.

Yet in my lifetime, half of all marine life has disappeared. We are seeing the fastest broad-scale changes marine ecosystems have ever experienced. This is Ocean Change.

If each of us could do something to stop the decline of our ocean’s health, what would we do?

- Lucas Handley
BLUE is a film two years in the making. The opportunity to take part in Goodpitch Australia allowed the team to start working on a narrative in June 2015.

When we started making this film - we didn’t realize how big the story was about to become. Within a few weeks of commencing production, WWF released the Living Blue Planet report stating half of all marine life has been lost in the last 40 years. And by 2050 there would be more plastic in the sea than fish. The biggest coral bleaching event known in history kicked off and threatened to wipe out 38% of reefs worldwide.

For this reason - we knew we had to go big and had to go global. Our small crew set off on a series of targeted shoots - spending time on location in Indonesia, the Philippines, Hawaii and Australia to capture stories that best illustrate the critical issues.

During the making of the film, urgent action started to take place. Countries began banning single use plastics. In the final weeks of our edit, marine parks were announced in the Southern Ocean and in Hawaii - creating some of the largest protected areas on Earth.

There’s now a global movement underway to save our oceans. We hope BLUE will be the film to galvanize these vital efforts.
Directors Statement

All of my life, I have lived by the ocean. I have been a surfer, a sailor, a swimmer. Salt water has been my constant.

But my relationship with the ocean has changed profoundly while making this film. Now, I sit by the shoreline and listen. And the ocean has never seemed more alive.

A filmmaker tells a story by immersing themselves in a subject. I was literally able to do this by diving into the central character of the film. I would let the ocean hold me, knowing this would guide my instincts while making BLUE.

These underwater meditations cleared my mind of all the noise and distractions. Producing a film, whilst also writing and directing it, can be challenging. You must constantly move from macro to micro thinking: from the big picture to miniscule detail and back again.

The ‘big picture’ was the opportunity to make a film about the ocean and face some hard truths. I have made plenty of beautiful natural history films. Films about the Great Barrier Reef, the Southern Ocean – of whales and more often than not, films about sharks. I struggled with the fact we were not allowed to talk about the decline of these habitats or species. “Give the audience a place to escape.” I was told. “No one will switch on if you’re telling them paradise is under threat.”

I get it. It’s heartbreaking to see wild places in decline. It’s a bitter story to tell of a species heading for extinction. But are we to close our eyes and our ears and pretend this isn’t happening? Are we to look a way at a time when our actions could be the very thing to turn the situation around?

My challenge, therefore, was to find a way to convince people to come along on a journey that would go somewhere that was less pretty - less appealing. In fact, that place we would be going to was actually quite dark. But in so doing, for that short time, the audience might feel something shift. I hoped they might experience an awakening and a sense of power, realizing they can influence what is happening on our planet too.
To tell this story, it was critical for the aesthetics of the film to be captivating. I wanted there to be beauty in the imagery, despite the subject. For words to be soothing, notwithstanding their weight. For the music to be understated, regardless of the drama. This allows the audience to discover their own emotions about what they are seeing, without leading them.

I chose to tell the ocean’s story through every-day people who aren’t celebrities or recognized scientists – those who aren’t resourced with million dollar yachts or cutting edge technology. But those who are every day people, whose commonality is they are passionate about saving the ocean and they are doing something about it. In them, we see the people we strive to be. They represent the best part of ourselves and remind us to live as that better person is entirely achievable.

Rather than finish the film with our heroes overcoming the odds and solving the issues before us – the focus shifts back to the audience. How will you react to what you have just seen? What changes can you make? What will you do now?

The ocean is our planet’s life pulse. It’s not a luxury – a place to swim and look at pretty fish and swoon. Without a healthy ocean, life on Earth will fundamentally change. Our species moves closer to catastrophe every year while we add to the burden of climate change, destroy habitats and plunder the life in our seas. And while it is a difficult fate to contemplate there is no time more urgent than the present to look to our future and protect the natural systems that sustain us.

To my mind, watching BLUE is like diving. It is a descent into the unknown. And it does become darker the deeper you go. But we return to the surface with hope and where it is light. And that first breath we take at the end of the film feels restorative.

That is why BLUE is important. We need to delve into the darkness but feel how possible it is to make change. We need a better grasp of how to live on our finite planet, but also an understanding of how the future is something we can all affect.

- KARINA HOLDEN, DIRECTOR
EVERY PIECE OF PLASTIC, EVER CREATED, STILL EXISTS ON THE PLANET TODAY. BREAKING DOWN INTO EVER DECREASING SIZES THROUGH SUN EXPOSURE AND THE GRINDING OF THE WAVES. GROWING SMALLER AND SMALLER, BUT NEVER GOING AWAY.

50 PERCENT OF OUR PLASTIC WE USE JUST ONCE AND THROW AWAY.
WE’VE TAKEN FROM THE OCEAN ALL THAT WE WANT AND FED IT BACK ALL THAT WE DON’T. THERE IS NOW A PLASTIC CESSPOOL IN OUR SEAS AND IT’S DOUBLING IN SIZE EVERY
DID YOU KNOW?


Source: Living Blue Planet Report - WWF 2015
Too many fish are caught
Too many fish are wasted
Too little is left to fish from
Yet too few care to change
It’s a race. To catch’em while we can.
BLUE HOPE

ALL AROUND THE WORLD, PEOPLE ARE MAKING THE DECISION TO PROTECT OUR OCEAN. COUNTRIES, BIG AND SMALL, ARE SETTING ASIDE PLACES IN THE OCEAN DEDICATED TO PROVIDING A REFUGE FOR MARINE LIFE.


THE FIRST MARINE PARK IN INTERNATIONAL WATERS HAS BEEN CREATED. LEADERS FROM 24 COUNTRIES AND THE EU, BROKERED A DEAL TO PROTECT THE ROSS SEA, ANTARCTICA IN 2016.

GOVERNMENTS OF VENEZUELA, COLOMBIA, ECUADOR, PERU AND BOLIVIA ARE DEVELOPING SIX CONSERVATION CORRIDORS ON LAND AND SEA, STRETCHING ACROSS INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARIES TO LINK CORE PROTECTED AREAS.

ENTERPRISING ORGANISATIONS ARE DEVELOPING NEW USES FOR PLASTIC; TURNING PLASTIC BOUND FOR LANDFILL INTO ENERGY OR RECYCLING IT INTO NEW PRODUCTS FROM FASHION TO BUILDING MATERIALS.

RENEWABLE ENERGY IS NO LONGER A PIPEDREAM. AUSTRALIA CAN BUILD AN AFFORDABLE, SECURE ELECTRICAL NETWORK WITH 100% RENEWABLE ENERGY, USING EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES. IF OUR LEADERS SUPPORT THIS CHANGE, THE PRICE OF ELECTRICITY WOULD DROP FROM $93 A MEGAWATT HOUR IN 2016 TO $75 A MEGAWATT HOUR IN THE 2020’S.

WILDLIFE CAN MAKE A COMEBACK WHEN THEY ARE PROTECTED BY US. THE MAJORITY OF WHALES ARE NOW OFF THE ENDANGERED LIST. HUMPBACK WHALE NUMBERS HAVE REBOUNDED TO NEARLY 80,000 FROM 10,000-15,000 SINCE COMMERCIAL WHALING WAS BANNED IN THE 1970’S.
BLUE HOPE

Shark sanctuaries have been established in places such as the Bahamas, Fiji, the Maldives and Palau – making millions of dollars through tourism in these countries.

New innovative methods are being used to develop sustainable aquaculture practices. Fish farms are experimenting with ideas like the ‘Aquapod’ which drifts behind a boat in deep water. And water recirculation systems, which are being tested at fish farms on land, so water quality can be monitored to decrease risk of disease and wastewater can be filtered, the sludge used for biogas and fertilizer.

A young engineering student from the Netherlands came up with the idea of a series of floating booms and processing platforms designed to ‘suck’ in floating plastic rubbish. Boyan Slat’s ‘Ocean Clean-up’ concept is designed to be self-sufficient and harness energy from the sun and waves and could remove 20 billion tonnes of plastic from the world’s oceans, while saving the waste materials to be recycled.

Forward thinking retailers are producing sustainable clothing. Patagonia is using plastic bottles and shower curtains to make jackets and shorts. If you return your used-Patagonia windbreaker it will be turned into polyester chips to be melted and spun into new garments.

H&M have developed a Conscious Exclusive collection, which uses a recycled polyester made from plastic shoreline waste. Adidas has also released a line of shoes made from recycled ocean plastic.

More people are signing up to conservation organisations than ever before.
WE NEED MANY THINGS TO MAKE THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE. BUT, NOTHING ELSE WILL MATTER IF WE FAIL TO PROTECT THE OCEAN. OUR FATE AND THE OCEAN’S ARE ONE - Sylvia Earle
“BLUE is a cinematic song for our oceans; beautiful, intimate and grand. Fearlessly truth-telling, yet passionately hopeful. See this film and you will want to rise up with the waves.”

- DAVID RITTER
CEO, GREENPEACE AUSTRALIA PACIFIC
Lucas spent his childhood barefoot on a farm in the Byron Bay hinterland in Eastern Australia. His days were spent exploring the nearby rainforest looking for platypus, pulling yabbies out of the creek, climbing trees and building dens. Lucas started exploring the ocean as a young boy, spear fishing, for the family meal. As an eight year old, when other kids were reading Dr Seuss, he was reading fish taxonomy books and knew all the Latin names of the fish he caught.

Now as a marine biologist, underwater photographer and freedive instructor, Lucas is more likely to be found underwater than above water, diving to depths of 55m on one breath of air. Able to hold is breath for six minutes, the ocean is his spiritual home.

Lucas works to promote a global approach to ecologically sustainable development. He has worked on campaigns to force inquiries into better management of our precious marine resources as well as assisting in hands on scientific research. Lucas insists reliable science and a deep understanding of all the people who use it, what they value, what their needs are, is essential to managing this finite resource.

One way he is doing this is through his work with Scuba for Change, an organisation that invests in Pacific Island communities and their sustainable future. He is helping villagers in the Solomon Islands and the Philippines keep their reefs intact by developing their own ecotourism enterprises.
#OCEANGUARDIAN

MADISON STEWART

To others Madison Stewart is a passionate young conservationist, activist and shark advocate. But Madison Stewart (aka Shark Girl), self described, is just a person who refuses to believe sharks will lose their home in her lifetime, at the hands of governments and worldwide neglect.

Madi grew up with a life connected to the ocean, living on a yacht on the Great Barrier Reef from the age of 2. Making an agreement with her father to trade in her school fees for an underwater camera, Madi left school when she was 14 to begin home schooling. From that point on, the ocean creatures were her teachers and her classroom was the reef. Even at her young age, Madi witnessed change. She noticed a decline in the number and type of sharks as a result of ‘legal’ shark fishing with the World Heritage park, with 78,000 sharks taken each year.

Madi will tell you she has always had an affinity with sharks. So outraged at the destruction she saw first hand she resolved to do something about it. At the young age of 16, she dedicated her life to the protection and preservation of sharks. As an underwater filmmaker she wants to show the world what is being destroyed. Over 73 million sharks are taken for the shark fin trade alone each year. She uses her camera and social media as tools to grow public awareness about the plight of sharks, with the ultimate goal of getting governments around the world to take action to protect sharks. “I want a future with sharks in it. This is the end I am fighting for”.

sharkgirlmadison
Shark Girl
Phillip Mango grew up on Cape York peninsular and now works as a Senior Nanum Wunghlim Land and Sea Ranger. The saltwater country he looks after includes some of the most intact coastal and marine habitats in the world. It is one of the last great strongholds for globally threatened turtles and dugongs and supports some the world’s largest mangrove forests, coral reefs and seagrass meadows. It also has one of the most intact traditional Indigenous knowledge-based management regimes on the planet.

The Nanum Wunghlim Rangers operate a highly successful sea turtle rescue operation and manage one of the regions hotspots for ghost nets. Working with Ghostnets Australia, Phillip leads a team of six hardworking rangers all of whom are passionate about their coastline, rescuing injured marine life and removing ghost nets from their coastline each year.

Working closely with Cairns Turtle Rehabilitation Centre, Phillip and the rangers have restored many injured turtles back to health in addition to monitoring and recording data on the breeding, hatching and nest sites of our endangered marine turtles. Collectively they have rescued over 300 entrapped turtles and removed 13,000 nets from the Gulf of Carpentaria.
Growing up on the prairies of Alberta, Canada, Jennifer couldn’t have been further away from the tropical paradise of the South Pacific where she spends much of her time now working.

Jennifer is a marine eco-toxicologist with expertise in seabird ecology, plastic pollution, invasive species management, and fisheries by-catch. The long term monitoring of sea bird colonies has taken her to remote locations around the globe. She has worked for the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds and the US Fish and Wildlife Service in Hawaii and the Canadian Sub-Arctic. Jennifer currently works as a research scientist at the Institute of Marine and Antarctic Studies at the University of Tasmania and lives in Launceston.

Jennifer is passionate about communicating the issues surrounding marine plastic pollution to the public. She coordinates community environmental activities for school groups and hosts dozens of science workshops and seminars every year. Ultimately Jennifer hopes her research will contribute significantly to the responsible use of plastic products as well as the management of wildlife at risk from plastic ingestion across the globe.

www.jenniferlavers.org
SeabirdSentinel
Save our Shearwaters
Plastic Pollution Australia
Environmentalist, plastics campaigner, sustainability advocate and surfer, Tim Silverwood is a self described ordinary guy who somehow found himself at the forefront of a global movement. Travelling the globe with his surf board, Tim was appalled at the state of many of the world's beaches and premium surf spots. He made a personal decision to clean plastic from his favorite surfing beaches and his desire to inspire others to do the same has led him down an extraordinary path of scientific exploration, advocacy and activism.

Tim cofounded ‘Take 3 - a Clean Beach Initiative’ that asks everyone to simply take 3 pieces of rubbish when they leave the beach, waterway or... anywhere. Take 3 takes the issue of marine plastic pollution into schools, surf lifesaving clubs, and the broader community. Take 3 has set a goal to remove 3 million pieces of plastic from the ocean over next 3 years.

In 2016, Tim was invited to Washington DC to attend the Our Oceans Conference hosted by the then U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry. Tim moderated the panel on marine pollution at this prestigious gathering of world leaders and influencers.

timsilverwood
Take3fortheSea
Mark Dia is the Regional Oceans campaigner for Greenpeace South East Asia. Through his work, he has uncovered illegal fishing practices, corruption and labour abuses within the seafood industry, and is fighting hard for global sustainable fishing practices.

Mark has a long history with Greenpeace that dates back over 20 years when he climbed onboard the MV Greenpeace as one of the very first Greenpeace volunteers in South East Asia. Inspired by their success in preventing dumping of radioactive wastes at sea, his Greenpeace days started out climbing a crane with a banner that said “Australia Stop Wasting Asia”, on a ship dumping toxic waste off Manila. “It was a way of telling the world what was going on, otherwise no one would know”. That sort of action – peaceful yet powerful, started a career Mark chased with a passionate desire to make change.

Now, as the Regional Oceans campaigner for Greenpeace SE Asia, his key focus is on preventing unsustainable fishing. He and his team have recently audited the tuna canneries of Indonesia and the Philippines – tracing the supply chain between fishing fleets and the product sold to consumers. It’s a difficult, often dangerous task to stop ‘fish laundering’, where illegal seafood is co-mingled with legal caught fish – hiding the true scale of the black market. But Mark wants consumers to know which companies rank as socially responsible, when it comes to the business of seafood.

Mark believes we are facing a seafood crisis, which consumers can help avert. “When the fish run out, the small scale fishermen will be left starving while the big fishing company owners can go into another business with their fat profits”. Mark has his work cut out for him. These communities literally have a life-or-death stake in having sustainable fisheries.
Valerie Taylor has an ease and grace in the water that conceals her 82 years of age. Valerie has been diving for over 60 years. She can tell stories about a sea bursting with life, the great schools of fish, sharks as far as the eye can see. These, she says, are now gone. But Valerie remains hopeful. She believes that the ocean will recover, ‘if’ we leave it alone.

Famous for her chainmail shark suit and gracing the covers of National Geographic, Valerie and her late husband, shark protection pioneer Ron Taylor, carved out an extraordinary career with their stunning marine documentaries. Ron and Valerie introduced Australia and the world to the wonders of marine life, and more specifically sharks. Starting their ocean careers as competitive spear-fishers, as their fascination with the oceans increased they gave up their spears for cameras.

The list of credits and awards for Valerie Taylor is extensive. She and Ron were the first people to film great white sharks without the protection of a cage. They made countless shark films including Blue Water, White Death which caught the attention of American film Director Steven Spielberg and lead to them working on Jaws. The list of film and television credits is exhaustive but it’s the conservation work Valerie has done both in Australia and around the world that is truly impressive.

Through her campaigning efforts she prevented oil exploration in Ningaloo Marine Park, overturned mining rights on Coral Sea Islands, won protection for many places on the Great Barrier Reef before it was given World Heritage status and lobbied for the maintenance of sanctuary zones in South Australia. In 1986 Valerie was appointed Rider of the Order of the Golden Ark for marine conservation by his Royal Highness Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands. In 2003 Valerie was awarded the Order of Australia for her conservation efforts. Pioneering diver, shark advocate, conservationist, artist, ask Valerie and she says “I’m a diver who loves Australia’s oceans.”
Growing up on the Northern Beaches of Sydney, Karina has spent her life in saltwater. Passionate about protecting nature, she studied science at Sydney University and then completed a Postgraduate degree in Conservation Biology from University of Queensland. Fieldwork led her to work on the Great Barrier Reef, the Simpson Desert and the wet tropics of the Northern Australia.

At the age of 23, Karina joined the Natural History Unit of the ABC where she worked for the next 7 years on blue chip wildlife documentaries as a researcher and eventually as a producer. Her spirit of adventure led her to living in Vietnam and Thailand for several years, where she made films in the Asian region for National Geographic and Discovery Channel.

Returning to Australia, Karina continued making documentaries in many genres including wildlife, science and anthropology. This allowed her to travel to remote regions and tell unique stories of nature from tribal perspectives. With her 6 month old son, she spent time living with the Samburu tribe in Northern Kenya and gained a deeper insight into the importance of connection to land.

In 2010, Karina took the job of commissioning editor of science and natural history at ABC TV. She oversaw the production of 150 hours of factual content before the desk job became wearisome and the wilderness called her back.

Her role as Head of Factual at Northern Pictures has allowed her to oversee content creation for broadcast series as well as director her own films. Karina has over 200 articles in print in nature magazines and is a passionate ambassador of conservation work in Australia.
Sarah has over 20 years experience delivering content to commercial clients, broadcasters and for feature release. She has worked across a broad spectrum of projects ranging from The Matrix trilogies, James Cameron’s documentary Voyage to the Bottom of the Earth and the award winning Australians at War. As Visual FX producer at Animal Logic she worked on projects such as George Miller’s Happy Feet and produced animation content for Time Warner’s Cartoon Network. In 2012, Sarah joined Northern Pictures and focused her work on delivering natural history series to international networks.

As a passionate ocean conservation advocate, marine themed stories have always been Sarah’s passion. She has worked on shows such as The Adventures of the Quest series, Island Life, Great White Matrix and Saltwater Heroes.

In addition to her film work Sarah has been working as an outreach producer and Director on the board of Take 3 For The Sea, a grassroots organization focused on reducing marine plastic pollution. Sarah has presented to over 3,000 nippers and their parents in surf-life saving clubs around Australia over the past three years. She has facilitated community beach clean ups clearing over ten tonnes of plastic pollution from our coastline. Working on BLUE has been the ultimate project for Sarah, combining her extensive marine based film work and her not-for-profit ocean advocacy work.
THE BLUE CREW

JODY MUSTON
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY

After working her way through the ranks of the camera department and cutting her teeth shooting countless shorts and music videos, Jody has emerged as one of Australia’s most exciting young DOPs whose work encompasses television, film and documentaries.

Her first feature film One Eyed Girl won the prestigious ‘Dark Matters’ award at the Austin Film Festival. Through her work on The Turning (Berlin Film Festival) she participated in the prestigious Berlin Talent Program in 2014.

BLUE was a very different kind of project for Jody, although it played to the strengths of her work, which is known as darkly atmospheric. She says, “It’s always the story first that gets my creative mind ignited to the possibilities for the visual storytelling of a particular project. With BLUE it was the promise of telling the story of the oceans that immediately made me excited about being a part of the film. As a diver I have seen many of the wonders of the ocean’s depths over the years, however when I read the script for BLUE I was presented with an opportunity to represent the many different challenges of our oceans in a distinct and lyrical way. We found a gentle observed approach that strayed from the traditional wildlife style allowed us to impart a tone of reflection throughout the film. Some sequences feel more like a piece of dramatic narrative between our characters and the oceans than documentary. For me the film is a calling for change but with a breath of fresh air to come closer, look deeper.”
THE BLUE CREW

JON SHAW
UNDERWATER CINEMATOGRAPHER

Emmy nominated cinematographer Jon Shaw, has had a passion for the ocean and environment from an early age. From his beginnings as a marine biologist (University of Plymouth) and commercial diver, Jon has developed an enviable career travelling the world to film astonishing wildlife both above and below the ocean’s surface.

Jon was drawn to working on the documentary BLUE by his passion for arresting the perils that face the ongoing sustainability of the world’s oceans.

“Coral bleaching, dwindling shark numbers and the outcome of today’s overuse and disposal of plastics in our environment are issues I witness repeatedly through my work. It’s been great to be a part of production that’s taking those issues to the people through film”, Jon said.

Jon’s love for using the most advanced filming technology allows the audience a seemingly real-life glance into the environments he captures on film.
Vanessa is a documentary editor who is passionate about telling true stories that inspire audiences to pause and take a closer look at the world we inhabit and the people we often look past. She has worked on documentaries for the big screen, TV, web and radio for the last 15 years and has been fortunate to work alongside some of Australia’s most respected non-fiction filmmakers. She has won the Australian Film Institute award for Best Editing for her feature documentary work.

Vanessa says, “For so many of us, the ocean is the last great wild space we have at our doorstep. I have been lucky to be able to explore some of our beautiful coastline in a small yacht, and I now live in a small town on the NSW far south coast where I see firsthand the way ocean change is affecting the lives and livelihoods of those who live by the sea”.

“The challenge with BLUE was to keep the viewer engaged emotionally while also gripping them on a rational level. Ultimately, I feel that the greatest strength of BLUE lies in the spirit of the activists we follow in the film. I hope that their determination to fight for the ocean, and not turn away from the devastation they witness every day, will leave the audience with a sense of their own empowerment, and the will to act.”
Ash has composed the music to over 110 hours of TV documentaries and series including Who Do You Think You Are, The War That Changed Us, Jandamarra’s War, Frackman, Desert War, and Yagan), over 50 plays (recently Picnic At Hanging Rock and Angels in America) and four features.

Ash has won six W.A. Screen Awards, in 2007 won an APRA/ Australian Guild of Screen Composers Award for Best Music for a Short Film (Iron Bird), and has garnered nine other nominations at those awards.

Ash was also composer for the acclaimed 2017 Perth International Arts Festival opening event, Boorna Waanginy: The Trees Speak.

Ash says, “The sheer beauty of BLUE as a work of cinematography and the importance and power of its message were both inspiring and intimidating to work with. It was tempting to compose to grandeur and the darkness of the film, but it was important to give the audience the room to feel their own emotions in relation to what they were experiencing. This meant finding a subtle balance of instrumentation and tempo to support the images and enhance the broad yet shifting pace and moods”

“Scores like this are always the most challenging, as a single chord change or instrument can push it too hard in a certain direction. In the end, the music for BLUE doesn’t overwhelm the power of the story, but instead negotiates the moods and shifts in pace and place with restrained sensitivity.”
PARTNERS

BLUE has been produced with the support of Good Pitch² Australia, Shark Island Institute, Documentary Australia Foundation and Screen Australia
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